**TrueCut**

**EASY • SAFE • ACCURATE**

*Rotary Cutter Instructions*

**Accurate:** The Ruler Guide interlocks with the edge of the TrueCut Ruler (sold separately), letting you make straight, precise cuts every time!

**Easy:** As you move the cutter effortlessly along the ruler’s track, the guide keeps your cutter from veering away.

**Safe:** The Ruler Guide keeps your fingers safer by preventing accidental slips.

---

**RULER GUIDE**

**Using the Lock Button:** With the Lock Button in the normal position, the Safety Shield is locked until one or both of the Release Buttons is pressed. Press and hold one or both of the Release buttons to cut.

For convenience during long cutting sessions, switch the Lock Button to the lock position while holding one or both of the Release Buttons down. This will hold the Release Buttons down for you, freeing the Safety Shield and letting you cut continuously without having to push any buttons. Remember to switch the Lock Button back to the normal position for safety after your cutting session.

As an extra safety feature, you may switch the Lock Button to the lock position with the Release Buttons out. This prevents the Release Buttons from being pressed in, keeping the safety shield always locked.

**Tension Slider:** This adjusts how much pressure it takes to cut when using the Ruler Guide. Move the slider to the top for more tension or to the bottom for less tension (less tension is more ideal for cutting multiple layers of fabric).
Replacing the Blade: Unscrew the knobs on front and back. Remove the front knob and washer from the front of the blade. Remove the back knob from the back. Remove the blade and replace it with a new one. Slip the back knob back through the hole. Place the washer over the blade and then the Front knob over the washer. Screw the knobs together until snug but not tight. Screwing the knobs too tight will result in the blade not turning when cutting.